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Abstract—In dual frame motion compensation (DFMC), one
short-term reference frame and one long-term reference frame
(LTR) are utilized for motion compensation. The performance
of DFMC is heavily influenced by the jump updating parameter
and bit allocation for the reference frames. In this paper, first
the rate-distortion performance analysis of motion compensated
prediction in DFMC is presented. Based on this analysis, an
adaptive jump updating DFMC (JU-DFMC) with optimal LTR
selection and bit allocation is proposed. Subsequently, an error
resilient JU-DFMC is further presented based on the error
propagation analysis of the proposed adaptive JU-DFMC. The
experimental results show that the proposed adaptive JU-DFMC
achieves better performance over the existing JU-DFMC schemes
and the normal DFMC scheme, in which the temporally most
recently decoded two frames are used as the references. The
performance of the adaptive JU-DFMC is significantly improved
for video transmission over noisy channels when the specified
error resilience functionality is introduced.

Index Terms—Bit allocation, dual frame motion compensation,
error propagation, error resilience, motion compensation, video
coding.

I. Introduction

MOTION-COMPENSATED prediction in inter-predic-
tion coding plays an important role in existing hybrid

video codecs such as MPEG-4 [1], H.263 [2], and H.264/AVC
[3]. For each inter-block in the current frame, its prediction
signal is obtained from the reference frame via motion com-
pensation. Subsequently, the difference between the current
original frame and its prediction is compressed and trans-
mitted. Multiframe motion compensation [4]–[8] allows that
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more than one reference frame can be used for the motion-
compensated prediction. In most cases, it improves coding
performance significantly. However, with the increase of the
number of reference frames, the memory storage and the
motion searching complexity increase dramatically.

Dual frame motion compensation (DFMC) is the special
case of multiframe motion compensation in which only two
reference buffers are utilized, thus requiring a relatively
modest increase in memory storage and motion searching
complexity. In DFMC, as shown in Fig. 1, the first reference
buffer contains the most recently decoded frame, called short-
term reference frame (STR), and the second one contains a
reference frame from the past that is periodically updated,
called long-term reference frame (LTR).

Generally, there are two types of approaches for DFMC [9].
The first approach is jump updating DFMC (JU-DFMC), in
which LTR remains static for N frames, and jumps forward to
be the frame at a distance 2 back from the frame to be encoded.
For example, suppose for the frames from time instant i−N+1
to i, the LTR is i−N−1. Then after encoding frame i, when the
encoder moves on to encoding frame i + 1, the STR will slide
forward by one to frame i, and the LTR will jump forward
by N to frame i − 1. After that, the LTR remains fixed for
N frames, and then jumps forward again. N is called the jump
update parameter. The second approach is continuous updating
DFMC (CU-DFMC), where the LTR for each current frame
always has a fixed temporal distance D, called the continuous
update parameter, to the current frame. As a result, every frame
has a chance serving as an STR and as an LTR.

A number of DFMC-based approaches to improve the video
coding performance have been reported in the literatures. In
[10], a refreshing rule of LTR was proposed by introducing
scene changing detection. In [11], the concept of the dual
frame was simulated in a low bandwidth situation by the
block-partitioning prediction and the utilization of two time
differential reference frames. Challappa et al. [12] have found
that using a high quality frame as a reference frame for
the following frames will benefit the overall performance.
Challappa et al. [13] and [14] have shown that peak signal-
to-noise ratio (PSNR) is influenced by the different extra
bandwidth and the period giving to the LTR. In [15], the
update period of the LTR was set to ten frames. The PSNR
of nine frames that follow the LTR frame was utilized to
determine how many bits can be allocated to the LTR. In [16],
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Fig. 1. Dual frame motion compensation.

simulated annealing was utilized to select the LTR; however,
its computational complexity is relatively high.

For video transmission over noisy channels, in [9], [17],
and [18], the recursive optimal per-pixel estimate algorithm
was utilized to provide mode decision in dual frame coding.
They had pointed out that the fixed jump updating parameter of
the LTR was not optimal for all sequences. Feedback was also
utilized in dual frame coding in [19] to control the drift errors.
In [20], the uneven allocation of error protection to the LTR
was examined. It showed that assigning higher error protection
for the LTRs was better than assigning equal error protection
for all frames. In [21], a binary decision tree designed by the
classification and regression trees algorithm was utilized to
choose among various error concealment choices in the dual
frame coding. The trade-off of end-to-end delay and compres-
sion efficiency in dual frame coding motion compensation was
investigated in [22] and [23].

Multihypothesis motion compensated prediction (MHMCP)
was also utilized to enhance error resilience. In [24], each
block is predicted from two reference blocks using two motion
vectors. In [25], the error propagation model of MHMCP
jointly considered the coding efficiency and error resilience
in predictor selection. Furthermore, the reference picture in-
terleaving and data partitioning was utilized in [26] to make
MHMCP more resilient to channel errors. In [27], the error
propagation impact in MHMCP was examined and the rate-
distortion performance considering the hypothesis number and
coefficients were analyzed. In [28], two-hypothesis prediction
and one-hypothesis prediction were adaptively used to de-
crease error propagation. In [29], all frames were divided into
period frame and nonperiod frame. The period frame has fixed
distance between each other. For all nonperiod frames, only
a previous period frame was utilized as the reference frame.
However, the adaptive period frame selection and bit allocation
for different packet loss rates was not reported.

For different video sequences, adaptive LTR selection and
bit allocation to improve coding efficiency have not yet been
fully studied. In this paper, the rate distortion (R-D) perfor-
mance for motion compensated prediction (MCP) in DFMC is
analyzed. Based on the analysis, an adaptive JU-DFMC with
optimal LTR selection and bit allocation is provided. Further-
more, for video transmission over noisy channels, the error
propagation in the proposed adaptive JU-DFMC is analyzed
first, then an error resilient JU-DFMC is presented.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the R-D performance analysis for MCP in DFMC is given.
Based on the analysis, optimal LTR selection and bit allocation

in the adaptive JU-DFMC are separately presented in Sec-
tions III and IV. In Section V, based on the error propagation
analysis for the proposed adaptive JU-DFMC, an error resilient
JU-DFMC is presented for video transmission over noisy chan-
nels. The experimental results and discussions are provided in
Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.

II. Rate Distortion Performance Analysis

for MCP in DFMC

In this section, the R-D performance analysis for MCP is
first presented. Second, the prediction error variances in both
JU-DFMC and CU-DFMC are formulated.

A. Power Spectral Density

Power spectral density (PSD) �(ωx, ωy) describes the power
of a signal as a function of frequency and is achieved as

�(ωx, ωy) =
∫ ∞

−∞
R(τ)e−2πi(ωx,ωy)τdτ (1)

where (ωx, ωy) is a vector representing the 2-D spatial fre-
quency, R(τ) is an autocorrelation function that describes the
correlation between different time points.

The rate-distortion analysis of MCP [30] relates the PSD
of the prediction error to the accuracy of motion compen-
sation captured by the probability density function (pdf) of
displacement error. The rate-distortion analysis was extended
to the multihypothesis prediction in [31]. Especially, as de-
scribed in [23], the PSD for two hypotheses prediction can be
simplified to

�ee(�) = �ss(�)

(
6 + α1 + α2 + 2P1(�)P2(�)

4

−P1(�) − P2(�)

)
(2)

where �ee(�) is the PSD of the prediction error, �ss(�) is
the signal power spectrum of the input video signal and is
non-negative, � = (ωx, ωy), and

P(ωx, ωy) = e−2πσ2
�(ω2

x+ω2
y). (3)

P1(�) and P2(�) are separately the displacement error pdfs
from the first and the second hypotheses. σ2

� is the displace-
ment error variance (DEV) and it reflects the inaccuracy of
the displacement vector used for the motion compensation
[30]. αi represents the spectral noise-to-signal power ratio
in the ith hypothesis and it has been given in [31] as αi =
�nn i(�)/�ss(�). �nn i(�) represents the PSD of residual
noise in the ith hypothesis and has been given in [30] as
�nn i(�) = max[0, θ(1−θ/�ee i(�))]. �ee i(�) is the PSD
of the prediction error in the ith hypothesis. θ is a parameter
that generates the rate-distortion function by taking on all
positive real values [30]. If �nn i(�) = 0, it has no influence
on �ee(�). If �nn i(�) = θ(1−θ/�ee i(�)), since �nn i(�)
is nearly linear proportional to �ee i(�) in the short term,
it can be simplified as �nn i(�) = h(�ee i(�)). h( ) is
the linear function that represents the relationship between
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Fig. 2. JU-DFMC structure.

�nn i(�) and �ee i(�). So considering both cases, (2) can
be re-written as

�ee(�) =
h(�ee 1) + h(�ee 2)

4

+�ss(�)
3 + P1(�)P2(�) − 2P1(�) − 2P2(�)

2
. (4)

The PSD �ee(ωx, ωy) is utilized as the performance measure-
ment. From [31]

	R =
1

8π2

∫ +π

−π

∫ +π

−π

log2(
�ee(ωx, ωy)

�ss(ωx, ωy)
)dωxdωy (5)

where 	R represents the maximum bit-rate reduction (in
bits/sample) by optimum encoding of the prediction error,
compared to the optimum intra frame encoding of the signals
for the same mean squared error (MSE) [32]. A negative 	R

corresponds to a reduced bit-rate compared to the optimum
intra frame coding. From (5), we can conclude that when the
reconstructed frames from two prediction structures have the
same MSE, if the PSD �ee(ωx, ωy) in the frame from one
prediction structure is smaller than the other, then its 	R will
be smaller, and its coding efficiency will be better.

B. Prediction Error Variance

The PSD �ee(�) is related to the displacement error pdf.
From (3), the displacement error pdf is determined by the
DEV σ2

�. In video coding, the displacement error is obtained
from the distance between the actual motion vector and its
estimated one. The DEV reflects the inaccuracy of the motion
compensation [30]. The prediction error variance (PEV) is the
variance of the motion compensated error between the original
value and the reference value, it also reflects the inaccuracy
of the motion compensation. From [23], in the short term, the
DEV σ2

� is nearly directly proportional to the PEV σ2
e . So σ2

e

plays a key role in determining �ee(�). In the following, we
will give the analysis of σ2

e .
In JU-DFMC, there are two kinds of frames. As shown in

Fig. 2, one kind of frame is called high quality frame (HQF)
with relatively more bits allocated, such as the (i− 1)th frame
f

HQ
i−1 and the (i − N − 1)th frame f

HQ
i−N−1. The other kind of

frame has relatively lower quality (LQF), such as the (i + k)th
frame f

LQ
i+k (k = −N, −N + 1, . . . , −2, 0, 1). To simplify our

discussion, all these LQFs are coded to have similar MSEs.
Any one frame (HQF or LQF) can be utilized as STR for
the next frame. Meanwhile, the HQF is utilized as LTR for
the following several frames. One example of the PEV σ2

e in
JU-DFMC is shown in Fig. 3. The frame at time instant 1

Fig. 3. Prediction error variance σ2
e in JU-DFMC.

Fig. 4. LQF i in JU-DFMC.

is encoded as an HQF, and then utilized as the LTR for the
following several frames. The frames at other time instants
are encoded as LQFs (in the figure, the bit-rate in LQF is
420.62 kb/s, bit allocation in HQF is three times that in
LQF). In every encoded LQF, the prediction performance from
STR is similar, so σ2

e from STR (dashed line) is similar.
For the second LQF (at time instant 3) following the LTR,
the prediction performance from the LTR is better, thus σ2

e

is smaller. With the coding of the following frames, the
prediction performance from the LTR degrades while σ2

e from
the LTR increase (solid line).

In CU-DFMC of this paper, every frame is allocated approx-
imately the same quality. The continuous update parameter D
is generalized as 2. For every frame, the most recently decoded
two frames are separately STR and LTR. Therefore for every
frame in CU-DFMC, the prediction performance from LTR is
nearly the same and thus σ2

e from LTR is nearly the same. The
same conclusion can also be obtained for STR prediction.

Generally, if the prediction performance is better, the PEV
σ2

e will be smaller. Since σ2
e is nearly directly proportional to

σ2
� [23], σ2

� is smaller as well.

III. Optimal LTR Selection in JU-DFMC

In this section, the optimal LTR selection in JU-DFMC
is presented. In the first section, the coding performance of
the same LQF in CU-DFMC and JU-DFMC is compared. In
the second section, the coding performance of the same HQF
in CU-DFMC and JU-DFMC is compared. The optimal LTR
selection in JU-DFMC is provided in the last section.

A. Coding Performance Comparison of LQF

The frame at instant i can be encoded as an LQF (denoted
as f

LQ
i ) in JU-DFMC or in CU-DFMC (as shown in Figs. 4
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Fig. 5. LQF i in CU-DFMC.

and 5), its power spectral densities are separately represented
as �J

ee(�) and �CL
ee (�). For giving the performance compari-

son when f
LQ
i is encoded in the two DFMC coding structures,

the reconstructed f
LQ
i s in both structures are assumed to have

the same MSE. Then the difference of power spectral densities
�̂ee(�) between the two f

LQ
i s in the two structures can be

derived from (4) as follows:

�̂ee(�) = �J
ee(�) − �CL

ee (�)

=
1

4
(h(�J

ee 1(�) − �CL
ee 1(�))

+ h(�J
ee 2(�) − �CL

ee 2(�))) + �ss(�)PLQ (6)

where �J
ee−k(�) and �CL

ee−k(�) are separately the PSD in the
kth hypothesis (k = 1 or 2 represent taking STR or LTR as
hypothesis here and after) in JU-DFMC and CU-DFMC, and

PLQ = PJ
1 (�) × (

1

2
PJ

2 (�) − 1) − PJ
2 (�)

−(PCL
1 (�) × (

1

2
PCL

2 (�) − 1) − PCL
2 (�)). (7)

In (7), PJ
1 (�) and PJ

2 (�) separately represent the displacement
error pdfs from STR and LTR in JU-DFMC, PCL

1 (�) and
PCL

2 (�) separately represent the displacement error pdfs from
STR and LTR in CU-DFMC.

From (6), �J
ee(�) − �CL

ee (�) depends on �ss(�)PLQ and
h(�J

ee k(�) − �CL
ee k(�)). The calculation of �J

ee k(�) −
�CL

ee k(�) is the same as �J
ee(�) − �CL

ee (�). Therefore in
the iterative formula (6), PLQ plays a dominant role in
�J

ee(�) − �CL
ee (�).

In JU-DFMC and CU-DFMC, the reconstructed f
LQ
i s are

assumed to have the same MSE. STR in both structures has
nearly the same MSE as the current reconstructed f

LQ
i , and the

temporal distance from STR to the current f
LQ
i is the same

(one frame distance), then the prediction performance from
STRs in both structures is nearly the same. From Section II-B,
the prediction performance influences the DEV σ2

�, so in the
two DFMC coding structures, σ2

� from STR is nearly the same.
According to (3), PJ

1 (�) is nearly the same as PCL
1 (�). Then

(7) can be further represented as

PLQ = (1 − 1

2
PJ

1 (�))(PCL
2 (�) − PJ

2 (�)). (8)

In JU-DFMC (in Fig. 4), the MSE of LTR is smaller than that
of the current reconstructed f

LQ
i . In CU-DFMC (in Fig. 5),

the MSE of LTR is nearly the same as that of the current re-
constructed f

LQ
i . When f

LQ
i is located in the several previous

LQFs following LTR in JU-DFMC, the prediction performance
from LTR is better than that when f

LQ
i is encoded in CU-

DFMC. From the analysis in Section II-B, if the prediction

performance is better, the DEV σ2
� will be smaller, so σ2

� from
LTR in JU-DFMC is smaller than that in CU-DFMC. Accord-
ing to (3), PCL

2 (�) is smaller than PJ
2 (�). And the σ2

� is always
larger than 0, then PJ

1 (�) < 1. According to the above analysis
and (8), PLQ = (1 − 1/2PJ

1 (�))(PCL
2 (�) − PJ

2 (�)) < 0.
Since PLQ plays a dominant role in the determination of
�J

ee(�) − �CL
ee (�), we can get �J

ee(�) − �CL
ee (�) < 0.

This means that compared to encoding f
LQ
i using CU-DFMC,

the coding of f
LQ
i using JU-DFMC has better R-D perfor-

mance (represented as bits saving in the same reconstructed
MSE) if f

LQ
i is located in the several previous LQFs following

LTR. The R-D performance gain is represented as �̂ee(�).

B. Coding Performance Comparison of HQF

The frame at instant i can also be encoded as an HQF
(denoted as f

HQ
i ) in JU-DFMC or in CU-DFMC (as shown in

Figs. 6 and 7); its PSDs are separately represented as �J
ee(�)

and �CH
ee (�). For giving the performance comparison when

f
HQ
i is encoded in the two DFMC coding structures, the

reconstructed f
HQ
i s in both structures are assumed to have the

same MSE. Then, the difference of power spectral densities
�ee(�) between the two f

HQ
i s in the two structures can be

derived from (4) as follows:

�ee(�) = �CH
ee (�) − �J

ee(�)

=
1

4
(h(�CH

ee 1(�) − �J
ee 1(�))

+ h(�CH
ee 2(�) − �J

ee 2(�))) + �ss(�)PHQ (9)

where �CH
ee k(�) and �J

ee k(�) (k = 1 or 2) are separately the
PSD in the kth hypothesis in CU-DFMC and JU-DFMC, and

PHQ = ((PCH
1 (�) × (

1

2
PCH

2 (�) − 1) − PJ
1 (�)

×(
1

2
PJ

2 (�) − 1)) + (PJ
2 (�) − PCH

2 (�)). (10)

In (10), PJ
1 (�) and PJ

2 (�) separately represent the displace-
ment error pdfs from STR and LTR in JU-DFMC, PCH

1 (�)
and PCH

2 (�) separately represent the displacement error pdfs
from STR and LTR in CU-DFMC.

�CH
ee (�) − �J

ee(�) depends on �ss(�)PHQ and
h(�CH

ee k(�) − �J
ee k(�)) (k = 1 or 2). The calculation

of �CH
ee k(�) − �J

ee k(�) is the same as �CH
ee (�) − �J

ee(�).
Therefore in the iterative formula (9), PHQ plays a dominant
role in �CH

ee (�) − �J
ee(�).

The reconstructed f
HQ
i s in both structures are assumed to

have the same MSE. In CU-DFMC (in Fig. 7), STR and
LTR have nearly the same MSE as the current reconstructed
f

HQ
i . In JU-DFMC (in Fig. 6), STR has larger MSE than

the current reconstructed f
HQ
i ; LTR has nearly the same

MSE as the current reconstructed f
HQ
i , but the long temporal

distance weakens its influence. So the prediction performance
from LTR and STR in CU-DFMC is separately better than
those in JU-DFMC. From the analysis in Section II-B, if the
prediction performance is better, the DEV σ2

� will be smaller,
and according to (3), we can have 0 < PJ

1 (�) < PCH
1 (�),

0 < PJ
2 (�) < PCH

2 (�), and PJ
1 (�) < 1. From the above
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Fig. 6. HQF i in JU-DFMC.

Fig. 7. HQF i in CU-DFMC.

TABLE I

Notations

Variable Definition

σ2
� JL DEV from LTR in JU-DFMC

σ2
� CLL

DEV from LTR in CU-DFMC, in which every frame is LQF

σ2
� CHL

DEV from LTR in CU-DFMC, in which every frame is HQF

σ2
e CLL

PEV from LTR in CU-DFMC, in which every frame is LQF

σ2
e CHL

PEV from LTR in CU-DFMC, in which every frame is HQF

σ2
e JL2 PEV in the second LQF following LTR (HQF) in JU-DFMC

when the reference frame is LTR

σ2
e JSA

Average PEV in LQFs when the reference frame is STR

analysis and (10), we can get (see Appendix A)

PHQ ≈ (1 − 1

2
PJ

1 (�)) × (PJ
2 (�) − PCH

2 (�)) < 0. (11)

Since PHQ plays a key role in determining �CH
ee (�)−�J

ee(�),
we can get �CH

ee (�)−�J
ee(�) < 0. This means that compared

with the coding of f
HQ
i using CU-DFMC, the coding of f

HQ
i

in JU-DFMC results in R-D performance loss (represented
as more bits consumption in the same reconstructed MSE),
denoted as �ee(�).

C. Optimal LTR Selection

Before describing the proposed LTR selection method, some
frequently used notations in the section are given in Table I.

1) LTR Selection Strategy: In this section, based on the
previous analysis of the performance comparison, the optimal
LTR selection in JU-DFMC is presented. In CU-DFMC, the
bit allocation in every frame can be changed, but the R-D
performance is fixed. For example, although the quality of
every LQF in Fig. 5 is lower than that of every HQF in
Fig. 7, the R-D performance is stable. So the R-D performance
in CU-DFMC is used to compare with the R-D performance
in JU-DFMC. In JU-DFMC, the R-D performance in LQF
and HQF is different. From Section III-A, compared with

the coding of f
LQ
i in CU-DFMC, the encoded f

LQ
i in JU-

DFMC has better R-D performance if f
LQ
i is located in the

several previous LQFs following LTR. From Section III-B,
compared with the coding of f

HQ
i in CU-DFMC, the en-

coded f
HQ
i in JU-DFMC has lower R-D performance. In

JU-DFMC, with the coding of frames following LTR, the
R-D performance gain when the frame is encoded as an LQF
and the R-D performance loss when the frame is encoded as
an HQF are utilized to determine the end of LQF coding and
beginning the next HQF (LTR).

When a frame is separately encoded as an LQF and an
HQF in JU-DFMC, the R-D performance gain and loss are
separately denoted as �̂ee(�) and �ee(�). The difference of
R-D performance gain and loss can be obtained as (see
Appendix B)

�̂ee(�) − �ee(�) ≈ 1

2
h(�̂ee 1(�) − �ee 1(�))

+ �ss(P
LQ − PHQ). (12)

In (12), �̂ee 1(�) and �ee 1(�) are the R-D performance
gain and loss when STR is separately encoded as an LQF or an
HQF in JU-DFMC, the calculation of �̂ee 1(�)−�ee 1(�) is
the same as �̂ee(�)−�ee(�), therefore in the iterative formula
(12), (PLQ −PHQ) plays a dominant role in �̂ee(�)−�ee(�).

PLQ and PHQ are determined by the DEV σ2
�. In the short

term, P2(�) has nearly a linear relationship with σ2
�. For the

simplicity of calculation, we suppose PJ
2 (�) ≈ 1−k×σ2

� JL,
consequently, PCL

2 (�) ≈ 1 − k × σ2
� CLL and PCH

2 (�) ≈
1 − k × σ2

� CHL, where σ2
� JL is the DEV from LTR in

JU-DFMC; σ2
� CLL is the DEV from LTR in CU-DFMC, in

which every frame is an LQF; and σ2
� CHL is also the DEV

from LTR in CU-DFMC, but in which every fame is an HQF.
Then PLQ and PHQ can be separately written as

PLQ = (1 − 1

2
PJ

1 (�)) × (PCL
2 (�) − PJ

2 (�))

≈ −(1 − 1

2
PJ

1 (�)) × k × (σ2
� CLL − σ2

� JL) (13)

PHQ ≈ (1 − 1

2
PJ

1 (�)) × (PJ
2 (�) − PCH

2 (�))

≈ −(1 − 1

2
PJ

1 (�)) × k × (σ2
� JL − σ2

� CHL). (14)

The DEV σ2
� can be used to compare the performance and

determine the next LTR. In JU-DFMC, with the encoding
of the frame j (j = i + 1, i + 2, i + 3, . . . ) following LTR,
the prediction performance from the LTR decreases, and the
DEV σ2

� JL from the LTR increases. When σ2
� JL from

LTR is less than (σ/2
� CLL + σ2

� CHL)/2, (σ2
� − σ2

� CHL) <

(σ2
� CLL − σ2

�). Then PHQ is larger than PLQ and �ee(�) is
larger than �̂ee(�). The R-D performance gain when frame
j is encoded as an LQF is larger than the R-D performance
loss when frame j is encoded as an HQF. At this point, if
the frame j is encoded as an LQF, JU-DFMC will have better
performance. Otherwise, when σ2

� JL from the LTR is larger
than (σ2

� CLL +σ2
� CHL)/2, the R-D performance gain will be

smaller than the performance loss. At this point, if the frame j
is encoded as an LQF, the coding of the next HQF will result
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in more quality loss, and thus the performance of JU-DFMC
will decrease.

From the above analysis, we select the DEV

σ2
� T = (σ2

� CLL + σ2
� CHL)/2 (15)

as the point to terminate the LQF coding. When σ2
� JL from

LTR is larger than σ2
� T , the next frame is encoded as an

HQF.
2) Implementation in Video Coding: In the short term,

the DEV σ2
� is nearly directly proportional to the PEV σ2

e

[23]. Then in JU-DFMC, σ2
e T = (σ2

e CLL +σ2
e CHL)/2 can be

utilized instead of σ2
� T as the point to terminate the coding of

LQF, where σ2
e T is the PEV from LTR in JU-DFMC; σ2

e CLL

is the PEV from LTR in CU-DFMC, in which every frame is
an LQF; σ2

e CHL is also the PEV from LTR in CU-DFMC, in
which every frame is an HQF.

σ2
e CLL and σ2

e CHL cannot be obtained in JU-DFMC.
HQFs in CU-DFMC and JU-DFMC are assumed to have the
same MSE, then σ2

e CHL can be replaced by σ2
e JL2, which

is the PEV in the second LQF following LTR (HQF) in JU-
DFMC when the reference frame is LTR. LQFs in CU-DFMC
and JU-DFMC are assumed to have the same MSE. If the
quality of the reference frame is the same, and the temporal
distance between the two reference frames is only one frame,
the PEVs from the two reference frames are similar, so σ2

e CLL

can be replaced by the PEV in LQF in JU-DFMC when
the reference frame is an STR (LQF). For safety, σ2

e CLL is
replaced by σ2

e JSA, which is the average PEV in LQFs (from
the second LQF to the last encoded LQF) in the GOP when
the reference frame is STR.

So finally in JU-DFMC, σ2
e T = (σ2

e JL2 + σ2
e JSA)/2 is

utilized instead of σ2
e T = (σ2

e CLL + σ2
e CHL)/2 as the point

to terminate the coding of LQF.

IV. Bit Allocation for JU-DFMC

A. Performance Measurement of Bit Allocation

In determining bit allocation, PSD �ee(ωx, ωy) is compared
under the same bit-rate. According to Parseval’s relation

σ2
e =

1

4π2

∫ +πfsx

−πfsx

∫ +πfsy

−πfsy

�ee(ωx, ωy)dωxdωy (16)

where terms fsx and fsy are the spatial sampling frequencies
in horizontal and vertical directions. From (16), if �ee(ωx, ωy)
is smaller, σ2

e will be smaller. Also, from [33]

R(D) =
1

2
log2(

σ2
e

D
). (17)

Under the same bit-rate, if σ2
e is smaller, D (MSE) will be

smaller, and the coding efficiency will be better. Therefore,
given the same bit-rate, if PSD �ee(ωx, ωy) is smaller, the
coding efficiency will be better.

In JU-DFMC, one HQF and the following LQFs comprise a
group of pictures (GOP). The total PSD of all frames in a GOP
is utilized as performance measure of bit allocation. Assuming
the overall bit-rate of a GOP is fixed, the bit allocation between
HQF and LQFs can be changed. The changed bits in LQFs are

assumed to be averagely allocated to every LQF, and thus the
changed MSE in every LQF is nearly the same. With the
change of bit allocation between HQF and LQFs under
the overall bit-rate of the GOP, the PSD in HQF and LQFs
will change, when the total PSD is the smallest, the coding
efficiency is the best, and then the bit allocation ratio between
HQF bits and average LQF bits is the best.

The total PSD can be simplified to a concise performance
measure. Suppose before the change of bit allocation, the PSD
in frame i and the total PSD in the GOP are separately denoted
as




�eei (�) and



� eeT (�). After the change of bit allocation,
the PSD in frame i and the total PSD in the GOP are separately
denoted as �̆eei(�) and �̆eeT (�). Assume a GOP has n frames.
Then we have




�eeT (�) =
n∑

i=1




�eei (�) (18)

�̆eeT (�) =
n∑

i=1

�̆eei(�). (19)

With the change of bit allocation, the change of total PSD is

�̆eeT (�)− 


�eeT (�) =
n∑

i=1

(�̆eei(�)− 


�eei (�)). (20)

In (20), �̆eei(�)− 


�eei (�) (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) is the change of
PSD in every frame and can be calculated by (see Appendix C)

�̆eei(�)− 


�eei (�)

= 1
4h(�̆eei 1(�)− 


�eei 1 (�))

+ 1
4h(�̆eei 2(�)− 


�eei 2 (�))

+ 1
2�ss(�)((2 − P̆i2 (�))(2 − P̆i1 (�))

−(2− 


Pi2 (�))(2− 


Pi1 (�))).

(21)

In (21), �̆eei k(�) and



�eei k (�) (k = 1 or 2) represent the
PSD in the kth reference frame before and after the change
of bit allocation, respectively. (2 − P̆i2 (�))(2 − P̆i1 (�)) and
(2 − 


Pi2 (�))(2 − 


Pi1 (�)) represent the values of (2 −
Pi2 (�))(2 − Pi1 (�)) before and after the change of bit alloca-
tion, respectively. Pi2 (�) and Pi1 (�) are the displacement error
pdfs in frame i when the reference is separately an LTR and an
STR in JU-DFMC. The calculation of �̆eei k(�)− 


�eei k (�)
is the same as �̆eei(�)− 


�eei (�), therefore in the iterative
formula (21), (2 −P̆i2 (�))(2 −P̆i1 (�))−(2 − 


Pi2 (�))(2 − 


Pi1

(�)) plays a dominant role in �̆eei(�)− 


�eei (�). From (20),∑n
i=1((2 − P̆i2 (�))(2 − P̆i1 (�)) − (2− 


Pi2 (�))(2− 


Pi1 (�)))

plays a dominant role in �̆eeT (�)− 


�eeT (�). This means
that the change of (2 − Pi2 (�))(2 − Pi1 (�)) plays a dominant
role in the change of PSD in a frame, and the change of∑n

i=1((2 −Pi2 (�))(2 −Pi1 (�))) plays a key role in the change
of total PSD in the GOP.

With the change of bit allocation between HQF and LQFs
under the same overall bit-rate of the GOP, if

∑n
i=1((2 −

Pi2 (�))(2 − Pi1 (�))) increases (or decreases), the value of
total PSD will also increase (or decrease). When

∑n
i=1((2 −
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Pi2 (�))(2 − Pi1 (�))) is the smallest, the total PSD is the
smallest, the coding efficiency is the best. Therefore, the value
of

∑n
i=1((2 − Pi2 (�))(2 − Pi1 (�))) is utilized instead of total

PSD as the performance measure of bit allocation.
(2−Pi2 (�))(2−Pi1 (�)) can be further simplified. According

to (3), Pi2 (�) and Pi1 (�) are within (0, 1). If Pi2 (�) or
Pi1 (�) increases, the value of (2 − Pi2 (�)) or (2 − Pi1 (�))
will decrease. So (2 − Pi2 (�))(2 − Pi1 (�)) has an inverse
relationship with Pi2 (�)Pi1 (�), which can be calculated from
(3) as follows:

Pi2 (�)Pi1 (�) = e−2πσ2
� JLi

(ω2
x+ω2

y) × e
−2πσ2

� JSi
(ω2

x+ω2
y)

= e
−2π(σ2

� JLi
+σ2

� JSi
)(ω2

x+ω2
y) = e−2π(σ2

� Pi
)(ω2

x+ω2
y)

(22)
where

σ2
� Pi = σ2

� JSi + σ2
� JLi. (23)

σ2
� JLi is the DEV in frame i when the reference frame is a

LTR in JU-DFMC, σ2
� JSi is the DEV in frame i when the

reference frame is an STR in JU-DFMC.
From (22), σ2

� Pi has an inverse relationship with
Pi2 (�)Pi1 (�), then it has a direct relationship with (2 −
Pi2 (�))(2 − Pi1 (�)). Therefore, σ2

� Pi is utilized instead of
(2 − Pi2 (�))(2 − Pi1 (�)) as the performance measure of bit
allocation for frame i and thus

∑n
i=1 σ2

� Pi is utilized as the
performance measure of bit allocation for the GOP. With
the change of bit allocation between HQF and LQFs, when∑n

i=1 σ2
� Pi is the smallest, the overall power special density

is the smallest, the bit allocation ratio between HQF bits and
average LQF bits a GOP is the best.

In the short term, the DEV σ2
� is nearly directly proportional

to the PEV σ2
e [23]. Then in every GOP, σ2

�−JLi and σ2
�−JSi are

nearly directly proportional to σ2
e−JLi and σ2

e−JSi, which are the
PEVs in frame i when the reference frame is LTR and STR,
respectively. So σ2

e−Pi= σ2
e−JLi + σ2

e−JSi and
∑n

i=1 σ2
e−Pi can be

used instead of σ2
�−Pi and

∑n
i=1 σ2

�−Pi as the performance mea-
sure of bit allocation for frame i and for a GOP, respectively.

If MSE in the LTR changes, the change of PEV σ2
e JLi

in each frame i is nearly the same. If the change of MSE in
different STRs is the same, the change of PEV σ2

e JSi in each
frame i is nearly the same as well. Then with the change of
MSE in LTR and STRs, the change of σ2

e Pi in each frame
is nearly the same. Therefore, σ2

e Pi can be used instead of∑n
i=1 σ2

e Pi as the performance measure of bit allocation for
the GOP.

Finally, σ2
e P = σ2

e JL2 + σ2
e JSA is utilized as the per-

formance measurement of bit allocation for the GOP in
accordance with that in the optimal LTR selection.

B. Bit Allocation

1) Step 1—GOP Level Bit Allocation: In the jth GOP,
GOP length is initialized as N for performing GOP level bit
allocation. If j is equal to 1, N is set to 10. Otherwise, N is set
to the actual GOP length in the previous GOP. Suppose the
overall remaining frames waiting to be encoded are M, while

the remaining bits are Rr. The target bit allocation T (j) for
the jth GOP is calculated as

T (j) =
N

M
× Rr. (24)

2) Step 2—Obtaining Bit Allocation Ratio: After we
obtained the GOP level bit allocation, the bit allocation ratio
Ra between HQF bits and average LQF bits in the jth GOP is
calculated. If j is equal to 1, Ra is initialized as 4. Otherwise,
Ra is updated from the previous GOP as follows.

After encoding the (j − 1)th GOP, the bit allocation and
MSEs in HQF and LQFs is obtained and fixed. Assuming
the overall bit-rate of the (j − 1)th GOP is fixed, if the bit
allocation between HQF and LQFs in the (j − 1)th GOP
changes (suppose the changed bit allocation in every LQF is
the same) based on the fixed bit allocation, the changed MSE
in HQF and LQFs corresponding to the changed bit-rate can be
approximately calculated from the derivation of function R(D)
in (17)

dR

dD
=

1

2 ln 2
× D

σ2
e

× (− σ2
e

D2
) = − 1

2 ln 2
× 1

D
(25)

then

	D = −2 ln 2 × D × 	R (26)

where 	D is the change of MSE, 	R is the change of bit-rate,
and D is the MSE in the frame.

After adding the changed MSE to the fixed MSE, and adding
the changed bit-rate to the fixed bit-rate, the different MSE
corresponding to different bit allocation in HQF and LQFs of
the (j − 1)th GOP can be calculated.

The MSE of the reference frame is nearly directly propor-
tional to the PEV σ2

e from the reference frame, thus if the
MSEs in HQF and LQFs are known, σ2

e JL2 from LTR and
the average σ2

e JSA from STRs can be calculated.
In the strategy of bit allocation change in the work, the

bit allocation change step in HQF is RH × 1%, and the
changed bit allocation in HQF is within the range (−RH×10%,
+RH × 10%), where RH is the actual bit allocation in HQF
after encoding the (j −1)th GOP. The bit allocation change in
HQF is averagely compensated from LQFs. For each changed
bit allocation case, the σ2

e P (σ2
e JSA + σ2

e JL2) is calcu-
lated, respectively. The bit allocation ratio which brings the
smallest σ2

e−P is reserved.
As in adjacent GOPs, the bit allocation ratios between HQF

bits and average LQF bits have little difference, so the reserved
bit allocation ratio in the (j − 1)th GOP is selected as the bit
allocation ratio in the jth GOP.

3) Step 3—Frame Level Bit Allocation: The bit allocation
in HQF TH and the average bit allocation in LQFs TL ave in
the jth GOP are separately calculated using the reserved bit
allocation ratio and GOP level bit allocation

TH =
Ra

Ra + (N − 1) × 1
× T (j) (27)

TL ave =
1

Ra + (N − 1) × 1
× T (j). (28)
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4) Step 4—Quantization Parameter Determination: For
determining quantization parameter (QP) in HQF and LQFs,
the rate and quantization parameter models are similar to those
in [34] with some modifications. For LQFs and HQFs, the
quadratic rate control model is updated and stored, respec-
tively. In every GOP, to maintain the smoothness of LQFs
quality, the average bit allocation in LQFs is utilized to
calculate the average QP (Q) in LQFs, and then in different
LQFs, the QP is slightly adjusted based on the average QP. In
the work, for the first LQF in the GOP, the QP is set to Q+ 1.
For the middle LQFs (from the second LQF to the (2N/3)th
LQF, where N is the actual GOP length of previous GOP),
the QP is set to Q. For the following LQFs, the QP is set to
Q − 1.

V. Extension to Noisy Channels

Based on the proposed adaptive JU-DFMC, an error resilient
JU-DFMC prediction structure is first given. Then, adaptive
LTR selection and bit allocation with respect to different
packet loss rates are presented.

A. Error Resilient JU-DFMC

For the video transmission over error prone channels, the
end-to-end distortion model [35], [36] is extended in this paper
to analyze the error propagation. In the end-to-end distortion
model, transmission error rates of two data partitions A (the
header information) and B (transformed coefficients of the
inter-coded blocks) are represented by pA and pB, respectively.
Let f i

n be the original value of pixel i in frame n, and let
f̂ i

n and f̃ i
n be the reconstructed values in the encoder and

decoder, respectively. And suppose it references pixel k in
frame ref. Then, the expected inter-mode end-to-end distortion
in decoder is represented in [35] as

d(n, i) = E{(f i
n − f̃ i

n)2}
= (1 − pA)E{(f̂ k

ref − f̃ k
ref )2}

+(1 − pA)(1 − pC)E{(f i
n − f̂ i

n)2}
+ (1 − pA)pCE{(f i

n − f̂ k
ref )2} + pA(E{(f i

n − f̂ i
n−1)2}

+E{(f̂ i
n−1 − f̃ i

n−1)2})
= (1 − pA)dep ref + (1 − pA)(1 − pC)ds

+ (1−pA)pCdec ref o+pA(dec prev o+dep prev).
(29)

In (29), d(n, i) is the expected end-to-end distortion in decoder,
dep ref is the error propagated distortion from the reference
frame, ds denotes the source distortion, dec ref o indicates the
original referenced error-concealment distortion, dec prev o

denotes the original previous error-concealment distortion,
dep prev denotes the error-propagated distortion from the pre-
vious frame.

By the observation of (29), in the expected end-to-end
distortion d(n, i), the percentage of error propagated distortion
dep(including dep ref and dep prev) is larger than the source
distortion ds, the error-concealment distortions dec ref o, and
dec prev o. Furthermore, the error propagated distortion dep

Fig. 8. Error resilient JU-DFMC structure.

increases frame by frame in video decoding. Therefore, if
there is an error in the current frame, the image quality in
the following frames will be heavily affected.

To reduce the error propagation, an error resilient JU-DFMC
structure is proposed. As shown in Fig. 8, for the HQF in each
GOP, only the previous LTR (HQF) is utilized for prediction,
and for LQFs, the prediction structure is unchanged. Then,
when transmission errors occur in LQFs of the current GOP,
the error will not be propagated to the following HQFs and
GOPs.

B. Optimal LTR Selection and Bit Allocation in Error Resilient
JU-DFMC

To deduce the average increase of error propagation in a
GOP, we adopt [35]

dep = (1−pA)(1−pC)dep ref +(1−pA)pC(dec ref r + dep ref )

+ pA(dec prev r + dep prev)
(30)

where dep, dep ref , and dep prev are the error propagated dis-
tortions in the current HQF, the previous LTR, and the previous
LQF, respectively. Since dep prev only accounts for a small
percentage pA in dep, we adopt pA ×dep prev ≈ pA ×dep ref .
So (30) can be rewritten as

dep ≈ dep ref + (1 − pA)pCdec ref r + pAdec prev r. (31)

If the GOP length is N, the average increase of the error
propagated distortion dep ave in every frame of the GOP is

dep ave =
dep − dep ref

N

≈ (1 − pA)pCdec ref r + pAdec prev r

N
. (32)

From (32), we can see that to reduce the average increase of
error propagated distortion, two factors can be adjusted. The
first is to increase of GOP length N. The second is to decrease
error concealment distortion values dec ref r and dec prev r,
which needs to increase the bit allocation in the HQF. If more
bits are allocated to HQF, the prediction performance will be
better and the error concealment distortion will be smaller.

In determining the LTR (HQF) selection and bit allocation
in error resilient JU-DFMC, the method is the same as that
in the proposed adaptive JU-DFMC. But the PEV utilized in
calculating performance measure is not computed from source
distortion but the expected end-to-end distortion d(n, i) in (29).
Since the distortion of the reference frame is nearly directly
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proportional to the PEV σ2
e from the reference frame, and the

expected end-to-end distortion d(n, i)LQ in LQF and d(n, i)HQ

in HQF are separately calculated by (29), the virtual PEV
σ̃2

e JS from d(n, i)LQ and σ̃2
e JL from d(n, i)HQ are separately

calculated as

σ̃2
e JS =

d(n, i)LQ

dS LQ

× σ2
e JS (33)

σ̃2
e JL =

d(n, i)HQ

dS HQ

× σ2
e JL (34)

where dS LQ and dS HQ are the source distortion dS in
LQF and HQF, σ2

e JS and σ2
e JL are the PEV from the

source distortion dS LQ and the source distortion dS HQ.
With the same method as in the proposed adaptive JU-DFMC,
the performance measure σ2

e T of LTR selection and perfor-
mance measure σ2

e P of bit allocation in error resilient JU-
DFMC are

σ2
e T = (σ̃2

e JL2 + σ̃2
e JSA)/2 (35)

σ2
e P = σ̃2

e JL2 + σ̃2
e JSA. (36)

In (35) and (36), σ̃2
e JL2 is the virtual PEV in the second LQF

of the GOP when the reference frame is LTR; σ̃2
e JSA is the

average virtual PEV in LQFs (from the second LQF to the last
encoded LQF) of the GOP when the reference frame is STR.

However, in the rate-distortion mode decision, the distortion
is not the overall end-to-end distortion d(n, i) but the source
distortion dS .

VI. Experimental Results and Discussions

To evaluate the general performance of the proposed adap-
tive JU-DFMC, we integrated the proposed methods into
the H.264/AVC reference software JM10.2. In the proposed
adaptive JU-DFMC, the first P frame is set as the first LTR,
its allocated bits are initialized as four times the average
bits of the following STRs. For the selection of the follow-
ing LTR and the corresponding bit allocation, the proposed
methods in Sections III and IV are adopted. In the CU-
DFMC, two most recently decoded frames are used for mo-
tion compensation, LTRs are continuously updated and not
allocated any extra rate. The test sequences are all encoded at
30 frames/s with 120 frames in total for each sequence. In
motion estimation, the search range is ±16. The entropy coder
is context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding. Each row of
macroblocks comprises a slice and is transmitted in a separate
packet.

In Table II, the PSNRs of CU-DFMC (fixed QP in every
frame), the JU-DFMC [16], and the proposed adaptive JU-
DFMC are given respectively. The performance gain of the
proposed adaptive JU-DFMC under different bit-rates is also
presented. Compared with the JU-DFMC [16], the average
PSNR gains obtained by the proposed adaptive JU-DFMC are
0.72, 0.53, 0.86, 0.44, 0.32, 0.35, 0.30, 0.48, and 0.21 dB in
sequences Mobile, Tempete, Waterfall, Container, News, Paris,
Foreman, Silent, and Hall, respectively.

Table III shows the average percentage of blocks in every
frame that utilizes LTR or STR as reference frames. Intra mode

Fig. 9. Rate distortion curves for some sequences. (a) Mobile (qcif).
(b) Waterfall (cif).

Fig. 10. Rate distortion curves under different LTR intervals and different
bit allocations. (a) Mobile (qcif). (b) Waterfall (cif).
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TABLE II

Performance Comparison of the Proposed Adaptive JU-DFMC with Existing DFMC Schemes

Sequence Bit-rate
(kb/s)

PSNR in
CU-DFMC
(dB)

PSNR in
JU-DFMC
[16] (dB)

PSNR in
Proposed
Adaptive
JUDFMC (dB)

Gain Over CU-DFMC Gain Over JU-DFMC [16]

PSNR Average
Gain (dB)

PSNR Average
Gain (dB)

Mobile 249.12 30.63 31.32 32.32 1.69 1.31 1.00 0.72
(qcif) 401.23 33.03 33.68 34.43 1.40 0.75

580.10 35.08 35.62 36.22 1.14 0.60
850.12 37.49 37.99 38.51 1.02 0.52

Tempete 149.53 30.36 31.11 31.87 1.51 1.14 0.76 0.53
(qcif) 310.27 33.83 34.43 34.99 1.16 0.56

507.21 36.56 37.10 37.48 0.92 0.38
673.68 38.14 38.68 39.09 0.95 0.41

Waterfall 139.92 32.11 33.04 34.14 2.03 1.72 1.10 0.86
(cif) 232.82 34.42 35.27 36.21 1.79 0.94

403.63 36.59 37.54 38.29 1.70 0.75
751.94 39.03 39.73 40.37 1.34 0.64

Container 17.66 32.88 33.97 34.56 1.68 1.39 0.59 0.44
(qcif) 27.69 34.81 35.79 36.19 1.38 0.40

46.47 36.86 37.88 38.24 1.38 0.36
80.19 38.91 39.64 40.04 1.13 0.40

News 100.36 34.48 35.12 35.44 0.96 0.98 0.32 0.32
(cif) 149.87 36.68 37.32 37.67 0.99 0.35

200.55 38.23 38.91 39.26 1.03 0.35
292.76 40.05 40.72 40.97 0.92 0.25

Paris 135.22 32.02 32.91 33.23 1.21 1.22 0.32 0.35
(qcif) 200.83 34.61 35.52 35.82 1.21 0.30

270.02 36.54 37.43 37.88 1.34 0.45
317.80 37.86 38.65 38.99 1.13 0.34

Foreman 70.47 33.92 34.28 34.54 0.62 0.73 0.26 0.30
(qcif) 141.12 36.73 37.27 37.64 0.91 0.37

194.78 38.02 38.48 38.73 0.71 0.25
255.54 39.33 39.67 39.99 0.66 0.32

Silent 225.45 35.85 36.55 36.99 1.14 1.25 0.44 0.48
(cif) 349.76 38.02 38.93 39.23 1.21 0.30

539.24 40.08 40.82 41.60 1.52 0.78
708.35 41.85 42.59 42.99 1.14 0.40

Hall 34.25 34.54 35.13 35.29 0.75 0.75 0.16 0.21
(qcif) 45.12 36.41 36.82 37.03 0.62 0.21

68.82 38.32 39.13 39.36 1.04 0.23
94.18 39.97 40.34 40.57 0.60 0.23

TABLE III

Average Percentage of Blocks in Each Frame Whose Reference Frame Is LTR Or STR

Sequence Adaptive JU-DFMC CU-DFMC
Reference Frame
is LTR (%)

Reference Frame
is STR (%)

Reference Frame
is LTR (%)

Reference Frame
is STR (%)

Mobile (qcif) 63.91 36.09 24.61 75.39
Tempete (qcif) 49.85 50.15 8.20 91.80
Waterfall (cif) 68.22 31.78 8.50 91.50
Container
(qcif)

52.87 47.13 1.12 98.88

News (cif) 68.93 31.07 1.08 98.92
Paris (qcif) 42.35 57.65 5.20 94.80
Foreman (qcif) 37.41 62.52 14.20 85.80
Silent (cif) 45.62 54.36 1.23 98.77
Hall (qcif) 64.35 35.65 0.80 99.20
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TABLE IV

Performance Comparison of the Error Resilient JU-DFMC With Other Schemes

Sequence Schemes PSNR of Different Packet Loss Rates (dB) Original PSNR (dB)
3% 5% 10% 20% 3% 5% 10% 20%

Mobile (qcif) 2HMC [26] 31.49 30.21 28.23 26.14 35.32 35.32 35.32 35.32
650.35 kb/s CU-DFMC +DPRD [36] 31.51 30.26 28.34 26.22 33.01 31.94 30.22 28.31

Adaptive JU-DFMC 33.56 30.32 28.21 26.08 36.79 36.79 36.79 36.79
Error resilient
JU-DFMC

34.42 32.67 31.85 30.68 36.45 36.33 36.21 36.10

Tempete (qcif) 2HMC [26] 32.38 31.12 29.25 27.16 35.92 35.92 35.92 35.92
500.26 kb/s CU-DFMC +DPRD [36] 32.41 30.95 29.46 27.52 33.51 32.46 31.16 29.62

Adaptive JU-DFMC 32.47 31.14 29.21 27.09 37.33 37.33 37.33 37.33
Error resilient
JU-DFMC

33.56 32.86 31.76 30.58 37.03 36.92 36.79 36.67

Waterfall (cif) 2HMC [26] 33.04 32.08 30.46 28.42 36.75 36.75 36.75 36.75
480.78 kb/s CU-DFMC +DPRD [36] 33.06 32.12 30.53 28.65 34.58 33.79 32.43 30.78

Adaptive JU-DFMC 33.12 32.13 30.42 28.38 38.79 38.79 38.79 38.79
Error resilient
JU-DFMC

34.96 34.25 33.67 32.43 38.50 38.41 38.31 38.22

Container (qcif) 2HMC [26] 35.55 34.09 32.54 30.71 38.18 38.18 38.18 38.18
75.24 kb/s CU-DFMC +DPRD [36] 35.56 34.12 32.57 30.87 36.88 35.56 34.12 32.68

Adaptive JU-DFMC 35.63 34.14 32.52 30.62 39.84 39.84 39.84 39.84
Error resilient
JU-DFMC

36.82 35.92 34.69 33.87 39.53 39.43 39.32 39.20

News (cif) 2HMC [26] 36.31 34.96 33.50 31.51 39.98 39.98 39.98 39.98
300.57 kb/s CU-DFMC +DPRD [36] 36.43 35.01 33.56 31.72 37.82 36.61 35.12 33.52

Adaptive JU-DFMC 36.52 35.03 33.41 31.42 41.18 41.18 41.18 41.18
Error resilient
JU-DFMC

37.23 36.58 35.92 35.23 40.89 40.81 40.72 40.65

Paris (qcif) 2HMC [26] 31.94 30.78 29.17 27.84 33.94 33.94 33.94 33.94
200.83 kb/s CU-DFMC +DPRD [36] 32.01 30.92 29.26 27.94 32.92 32.02 30.56 29.04

Adaptive JU-DFMC 32.13 30.92 29.08 27.73 35.82 35.82 35.82 35.82
Error resilient
JU-DFMC

33.32 32.78 32.36 31.82 35.38 35.30 35.19 35.09

Foreman (qcif) 2HMC [26] 34.26 33.13 30.67 28.01 36.55 36.55 36.55 36.55
150.52 kb/s CU-DFMC +DPRD [36] 34.45 33.32 30.97 28.27 35.82 34.87 32.99 30.98

Adaptive JU-DFMC 33.82 33.29 30.62 27.98 37.87 37.87 37.87 37.87
Error resilient
JU-DFMC

35.57 35.37 33.89 31.87 37.53 37.41 37.26 37.14

Silent (cif) 2HMC [26] 36.94 35.97 33.40 31.70 38.17 38.17 38.17 38.17
404.26 kb/s CU-DFMC +DPRD [36] 37.01 36.02 33.56 31.92 37.12 36.34 35.12 33.72

Adaptive JU-DFMC 37.19 36.04 33.32 31.67 40.02 40.02 40.02 40.02
Error resilient
JU-DFMC

37.84 37.32 36.27 35.12 39.74 39.66 39.54 39.45

Hall (qcif) 2HMC [26] 35.16 35.01 33.78 32.64 34.62 34.62 34.62 34.62
41.28 kb/s CU-DFMC +DPRD [36] 35.18 35.05 33.89 32.78 35.52 35.54 34.57 33.69

Adaptive JU-DFMC 35.23 35.09 33.73 32.61 36.49 36.49 36.49 36.49
Error resilient
JU-DFMC

35.87 35.67 34.83 33.68 36.22 36.12 36.04 35.94

blocks are not included in the experimental results. It can be
seen that in the adaptive JU-DFMC, the percentage of blocks
which utilize LTR as reference frame is higher than that in
CU-DFMC.

The R-D curves in some sequences achieved from the pro-
posed adaptive JU-DFMC (Adaptive JU-DFMC), JU-DFMC
in [16], CU-DFMC with rate control [34] (CU-DFMC +
RC) are shown in Fig. 9. Furthermore, CU-DFMC structure
with proposed JU-DFMC bit allocation profile (CU-DFMC
+ JU BA), single reference frame motion compensation
with proposed JU-DFMC bit allocation profile (SFMC +
JU BA) are also presented in the figure. In CU-DFMC +

JU BA and SFMC + JU BA, the bit allocation in every
frame is the same as that in the proposed adaptive JU-
DFMC scheme. But for every frame in CU-DFMC + JU BA,
only the two recently decoded frames are utilized for mo-
tion compensation. For every frame in SFMC + JU BA,
only one recently decoded frame is utilized for motion
compensation.

The performance of CU-DFMC + JU BA is worse than the
proposed adaptive JU-DFMC. This is because in CU-DFMC
+ JU BA, some frames following HQF do not utilize the
HQF as references to improve coding performance. SFMC
+ JU BA also has worse performance than the proposed
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Fig. 11. Frame-by-frame PSNR in test sequences Mobile and Waterfall
under the same bit-rate. (a) Mobile (qcif). (b) Waterfall (cif).

Fig. 12. Average jump updating parameter of LTR.

adaptive JU-DFMC. The reason is that only one frame is
utilized for motion compensation.

If the proposed bit allocation method does not change, but
the LTR interval is two frames larger or three frames less
than the actual LTR interval proposed in adaptive JU-DFMC
(separately named as LTR interval +2 and LTR interval −3),
the performance is given in Fig. 10. If the proposed LTR
interval does not change, but LTR bit allocation is 7% larger
or 9% less than the actual LTR bit allocation proposed in
adaptive JU-DFMC (separately named as LTR BA + 7%
and LTR BA−9%), the performance is given in Fig. 10 as
well. The performance of LTR interval +2, LTR interval −3,
LTR BA + 7%, and LTR BA − 9% is slightly lower than
that in the proposed adaptive JU-DFMC scheme. It shows that
the proposed adaptive LTR selection and bit allocation are
effective.

Fig. 13. Ratio of bit allocation in LTR.

The frame-by-frame PSNR comparison of proposed adap-
tive JU-DFMC (Adaptive JU-DFMC), JU-DFMC in [16], CU-
DFMC + JU BA, SFMC + JU BA and CU-DFMC (fixed QP
in every frame) under the same bit-rate in sequences Mobile
(255.71 kb/s), Tempete (220.62 kb/s), Waterfall (362.82 kb/s)
and Container (71.64 kb/s) is shown in Fig. 11. It can be seen
that the PSNR deterioration after the HQF in [16] is much
more graceful than the proposed scheme, but the PSNR in
majority of LQFs in the proposed scheme is better than that
in [16] and CU-DFMC. The PSNR in HQFs in the proposed
adaptive JU-DFMC is much larger than that of LQFs. This
will introduce objectionable pulses in quality over time. But
as mentioned in [14], when the PSNR of the sequence is
higher than 30 dB, the pulsing is not perceptible. Furthermore,
the pulsing can benefit some applications, such as video
surveillance, the HQF can create higher image quality of
video surveillance content. In the video communication or
multimedia, the HQF can be quantized by a larger QP when it
is playbacked in the decoder to maintain similar image quality
as that in LQFs; then the overall quality fluctuation in the
proposed scheme is less than that in [16]. The image quality
in LQFs can likewise be enhanced using the previous and the
following HQFs in decoder.

The experimental results of the error resilient JU-DFMC in
decoder are repeated 100 times using the bit error sequences
which are transmitted from the encoder via the error-prone
channels [38]. Although the method in [26] is used without
the need of live encoding, whereas the proposed error resilient
JU-DFMC needs to adaptively adjust the coding parameters,
the performance of 2HMC [26] is listed to provide useful
information. CU-DFMC + Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat Daerah
(DPRD) [36] is also utilized for performance comparison here.
In Table IV, the experimental results of the proposed error
resilient JU-DFMC (error resilient JU-DFMC), CU-DFMC
+ DPRD [36], proposed adaptive JU-DFMC (Adaptive JU-
DFMC), 2HMC [26] are listed and compared.

Under the given bit-rate, the original PSNR of proposed
sequences without error is shown on the right-hand side of
Table IV. The PSNRs of the error resilient JU-DFMC and the
other coding schemes measured after packet loss rate are listed
on the left side of Table IV. 2HMC [26] has slightly lower
performance than CU-DFMC + DPRD [36], it is because error
propagation in [26] is alleviated, but not terminated. Adaptive
JU-DFMC is slightly better than CU-DFMC + DPRD [36] in
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low packet loss rate. This is because lots of blocks in LQF
utilize LTR as their reference frame, if some errors occur
in LQF while the error occurred areas are not utilized as
reference for the next LQF, the error will not be propagated
to the following frames. And the other reason is that the
original PNSR of the adaptive JU-DFMC is better than CU-
DFMC + DPRD [36]. However, at a high packet loss rate,
the performance of the adaptive JU-DFMC is less than that in
DFMC + DPRD [36]. This is because the adaptive JU-DFMC
cannot terminate error propagation.

Compared to CU-DFMC + DPRD [36], the proposed error
resilient JU-DFMC can achieve a maximum gain of 4.46 dB on
Mobile sequence at a packet loss rate of 20% and an average
gain of 2.23 dB on all the sequences under the different packet
loss rates. This is because in CU-DFMC + DPRD [36], the
error propagation is terminated by inserting intra mode blocks,
but the R-D cost is huge, and sometimes the error cannot be
accurately predicted in encoder. Compared with the adaptive
JU-DFMC, the proposed error resilient JU-DFMC can achieve
a maximum gain of 4.60 dB on Mobile sequence at packet
loss rate at 20% and an average gain of 2.27 dB on the all
sequences under the different packet loss rates. This shows the
proposed error resilient JU-DFMC is effective in eliminating
error propagation. The elimination of error propagation comes
from two factors, the first factor is that if an error occurred
in LQFs in the error resilient JU-DFMC (this kind of error
takes the largest percentage), the error propagation will be
terminated in the last LQF of the GOP. The second factor is
that even error occurs in HQF, the average error propagation
speed is smaller than the other schemes since the HQF interval
is large. However, HQF is more important than LQFs. More
protection to HQFs is needed as indicated in [20].

In addition, Fig. 12 shows the average jump updating
parameter of LTR at different packet loss rates. Fig. 13 shows
the ratio of bit allocation for LTR under different packet loss
rates compared with that without packet loss rate. It can be
seen that with the increase of packet loss rate, the jump
updating parameter and bits in HQF (LTR) increase adaptively.

VII. Conclusion

In this paper, an optimal LTR selection and bit allocation
for JU-DFMC has been presented. First, the rate-distortion
performance of MCP for DFMC was analyzed. Then based on
the analysis, an adaptive JU-DFMC with the optimal LTR se-
lection and the bit allocation was given. The proposed adaptive
JU-DFMC can lead to better performance than previous JU-
DFMC schemes. For video transmission over noisy channels,
the error propagation of the proposed adaptive JU-DFMC was
analyzed. Furthermore, an error resilient JU-DFMC consider-
ing the LTR selection and the bit allocation was presented. The
error resilient DFMC can obtain a much better performance in
video transmission over noisy channels. The proposed schemes
can be used in multimedia applications and video surveillance
systems. It can also be utilized to instruct the rental of extra
bandwidth for the video transmission over cognitive radio. In
the future, the rate control for the proposed scheme will be
further exploited.

Appendix A

We know 0 < PJ
1 (�) < PCH

1 (�) and 0 < PJ
2 (�) <

PCH
2 (�), PJ

1 (�) < 1. Also, the difference between DEVs
from STRs in JU-DFMC and CU-DFMC is much smaller than
the DEV from STR in JU-DFMC; then PCH

1 (�) − PJ
1 (�) �

PJ
1 (�). From (10), we have

PHQ ≈ (PJ
1 (�) × ( 1

2PCH
2 (�) − 1) − PJ

1 (�)

×( 1
2PJ

2 (�) − 1)) + (PJ
2 (�) − PCH

2 (�))

= (PJ
1 (�)× 1

2 × (PCH
2 (�) − PJ

2 (�)) + (PJ
2 (�) − PCH

2 (�))

= (1 − 1
2PJ

1 (�)) × (PJ
2 (�) − PCH

2 (�)) < 0. (A1)

Appendix B

Suppose �̂ee(�) and �ee(�) are the R-D performance gain
and loss when frame j is separately encoded as LQF and HQF
in JU-DFMC. The difference of R-D performance gain �̂ee(�)
and R-D performance loss �ee(�) can be obtained as

�̂ee(�) − �ee(�)

= 1
4 (h(�J

ee 1(�) − �CL
ee 1(�)) + h(�J

ee 2(�) − �CL
ee 2(�))

− h(�CH
ee 1(�) − �J

ee 1(�)) − h(�CH
ee 2(�) − �J

ee 2(�)))

+ �ss(PLQ − PHQ)

= 1
2h(�J

ee 1(�) − 1
2 (�CL

ee 1(�) + �CL
ee 2(�)))

− 1
2h( 1

2 (�CH
ee 1(�) + �CH

ee 2(�)) − �J
ee 2(�))

+ �ss(PLQ − PHQ). (B1)

For every frame in CU-DFMC, the prediction performance
from reference frames (LTR and STR) is roughly similar,
then the PSD in every frame is roughly similar, �CL

ee 1(�) ≈
�CL

ee 2(�) and �CH
ee 1(�) ≈ �CH

ee 2(�). In JU-DFMC, the GOP
length of the current GOP is nearly the same as that in the
previous GOP. For the last several frames in the current GOP,
in the coding of its STR, the prediction performance in the
STR from its reference frames (its STR and LTR) is nearly
the same as that in the coding of LTR (HQF). So whenever
STR is encoded as an LQF or an HQF, the PSD �J

ee 1(�)
in the STR is nearly the same as the PSD �J

ee 2(�) in LTR,
�J

ee 1(�) ≈ �J
ee 2(�). So (B1) can be further rewritten as

�̂ee(�) − �ee(�)

≈ 1
2h(�J

ee 1(�) − �CL
ee 1(�)) − 1

2h(�CH
ee 1(�)

−�J
ee 1(�)) + �ss(PLQ − PHQ)

= 1
2h(�̂ee 1(�) − �ee 1(�)) + �ss(PLQ − PHQ). (B2)

In (B2), �̂ee 1(�) represents the performance gain when the
STR is encoded as LQF in JU-DFMC; �ee 1(�) represents
the performance loss when the STR is encoded as HQF in
JU-DFMC.

Appendix C

Before and after the change of bit allocation, the PSD in
frame i is separately denoted as




�eei (�) and �̆eei(�). From
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(4), we have

�̆eei(�)− 
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4h(�̆(�)eei 2
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−( 1
2
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